
Picture Story

ELSA Level:     Levels 2/3   
Activity:          Picture Story
Time:               30 minutes
Materials:        Picture story (pages 7, 8 and 9) 

Learning Outcomes:   
Learners will be able to:

Recognize the physical and mental benefits of regular physical
activity.

Suggested Approach:

For lower level learners, instructors can cut up the pictures and
have learners listen to the instructor tell the story, while they
sequence the pictures in groups.

Higher level learners can try to discuss and predict what the story is
about by looking at the pictures.

All learners can match the pictures with the text, and then re-tell
the story in pairs.

As an extension activity, learners can paste the pictures onto chart
paper and write sentences beside the pictures.

Higher level learners can practise making sentences using modals
“could” or “should”. (What could/should Suzanne do to make life
better for herself and for her kids?) They may also try writing an
advice letter to Suzanne.

Healthy Communities

(Please note that each pair of pictures should remain intact when
cutting for sequencing and matching.)
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Leanne and Suzanne are sisters.  They are very close in age, but they
have very different lifestyles.

For example, Leanne walks 40 minutes to work every day.
Suzanne says she doesn’t have time to walk to work.  She drives
about 5 minutes to work everyday.

Leanne doesn’t take the elevator when she gets to work.  She walks to
the 4th floor.  Suzanne works on the fourth floor, but she always takes
the elevator.

On summer weekends, Leanne and her family like to go for long hikes.
They walk for a few hours and then eat a picnic lunch.  Suzanne and
her family drive to the beach and buy hotdogs and french fries for
lunch.

On winter weekends, Leanne’s family often goes swimming at the
community centre.  Sometimes they go cross-country skiing.  Suzanne
and her family usually stay inside and watch TV or play on the
computer.

Leanne exercises a few times a week.  Sometimes she takes a walk or
rides a bike after work with her kids, and sometimes she goes to the
community centre for a yoga class.  Suzanne and her family are not
very active.  They never go outside together, and they drive
everywhere.

Leanne has a lot of energy and she feels happy and healthy most of
the time.  Her kids are active and healthy. Suzanne is always tired and
she gets a lot of headaches.  She is overweight and often feels depressed.
Her kids spend a lot of time in front of the computer.

Suzanne often phones Leanne and tells her about her problems.
Leanne tells Suzanne to get more exercise and to be more active with
her family, but Suzanne always says she doesn’t have time.

Picture Story: Leanne and Suzanne
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Leanne:

39 years old 36 years old

Suzanne:

40 minutes                      to work 5 minutes                       to work

            4th floor
4

summer weekends: HOT DOGS
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winter weekends..... 

 a few times a week.....

You need more exercise.....

   WORLD
WARCRAZE

I don't have time.....
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